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OVERVIEW
Objective
The goals of this policy are:
•
•
•
•
•

To ensure compliance with all applicable state and federal laws;
To establish a written and readily accessible procedure regarding reasonable accommodation, including
providing notice of this policy on all job announcements;
To provide guidance and resources about reasonable accommodations;
To provide a respectful interactive process to explore reasonable accommodations; and
To provide a timely and thorough review process for requests for reasonable accommodation.

Policy Statement
State agencies must comply with all state and federal laws that prohibit discrimination against qualified individuals
with disabilities in all employment practices. All state agencies must provide reasonable accommodations to
qualified applicants and employees with disabilities unless to do so would cause an undue hardship or pose a direct
threat. Agencies must provide reasonable accommodation when:
•
•
•

A qualified applicant with a disability needs an accommodation to have an equal opportunity to compete for a
job;
A qualified employee with a disability needs an accommodation to perform the essential functions of the
employee’s job; and
A qualified employee with a disability needs an accommodation to enjoy equal access to benefits and privileges
of employment (e.g., trainings, office sponsored events).

Scope
This policy applies to all employees of the Executive Branch and classified employees in the Office of Legislative
Auditor, Minnesota State Retirement System, Public Employee Retirement System, and Teachers’ Retirement System.

Definitions
Applicant. A person who expresses interest in employment and satisfies the minimum requirements for application

established by the job posting and job description.
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Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Coordinator. Each agency is required to appoint an ADA coordinator or
designee, depending on agency size, to direct and coordinate agency compliance with Title I of the ADA.
Direct Threat. A significant risk of substantial harm to the health or safety of the individual or others that cannot be

eliminated or reduced by reasonable accommodation.

The determination that an individual poses a direct threat shall be based on an individualized assessment of the
individual's present ability to safely perform the essential functions of the job.

Essential Functions. Duties so fundamental that the individual cannot do the job without being able to perform

them. A function can be essential if:
•
•
•

The job exists specifically to perform the function(s); or
There are a limited number of other employees who could perform the function(s); or
The function(s) is/are specialized and the individual is hired based on the employee’s expertise.

Interactive Process. A discussion between the employer and the individual with a disability to determine an
effective reasonable accommodation for the individual with a disability. To be interactive, both sides must
communicate and exchange information.

Individual with a Disability. An individual who:
•
•
•

Has a physical, sensory, or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities; or
Has a record or history of such impairment; or
Is regarded as having such impairment.

Qualified Individual with a Disability. An individual who:
•
•

Satisfies the requisite skill, experience, education, and other job-related requirements of the job that the
individual holds or desires; and
Can perform the essential functions of the position with or without reasonable accommodation.

Major Life Activities. May include, but are not limited to, caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, seeing,

hearing, eating, sleeping, walking, standing, lifting, bending, speaking, breathing, learning, reading, concentrating,
thinking, communicating, and working.
Major life activities also include the operation of a major bodily function, including but not limited to, functions of the
immune system, normal cell growth, digestive, bowel, bladder, neurological, brain, respiratory, circulatory,
endocrine, and reproductive functions.

Medical Documentation. Information from the requestor’s treating provider which is sufficient to enable the

employer to determine whether an individual has a disability and whether and what type of reasonable
accommodation is needed when the disability or the need for accommodation is not obvious. Medical
documentation can be requested using the standardized Letter Requesting Documentation for Determining ADA
Eligibility from a Medical Provider.

Reasonable Accommodation. An adjustment or alteration that enables a qualified individual with a disability to

apply for a job, perform job duties, or enjoy the benefits and privileges of employment. Reasonable accommodations
may include:
•

Modifications or adjustments to a job application process to permit a qualified individual with a disability to be
considered for a job; or
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•
•

Modifications or adjustments to enable a qualified individual with a disability to perform the essential functions
of the job; or
Modifications or adjustments that enable qualified employees with disabilities to enjoy equal benefits and
privileges of employment.

Modifications or adjustments may include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing materials in alternative formats like large print or Braille;
Providing assistive technology, including information technology and communications equipment, or specially
designed furniture;
Modifying work schedules or supervisory methods;
Granting breaks or providing leave;
Altering how or when job duties are performed;
Removing and/or substituting a marginal function;
Moving to a different office space;
Providing telework;
Making changes in workplace policies;
Providing a reader or other staff assistant to enable employees to perform their job functions, where a
reasonable accommodation cannot be provided by current staff;
Removing an architectural barrier, including reconfiguring work spaces;
Providing accessible parking;
Providing a sign language interpreter; or
Providing a reassignment to a vacant position.

Reassignment. Reassignment to a vacant position for which an employee is qualified is a “last resort” form of a

reasonable accommodation. This type of accommodation must be provided to an employee, who, because of a
disability, can no longer perform the essential functions of the position, with or without reasonable accommodation,
unless the employer can show that it will be an undue hardship.

Support Person. Any person an individual with a disability identifies to help during the reasonable accommodation

process in terms of filling out paperwork, attending meetings during the interactive process to take notes or ask
clarifying questions, or to provide emotional support.

Undue Hardship. A specific reasonable accommodation would require significant difficulty or expense. Undue

hardship is always determined on a case-by-case basis considering factors that include the nature and cost of the
accommodation requested and the impact of the accommodation on the operations of the agency. A state agency is
not required to provide accommodations that would impose an undue hardship on the operation of the agency.

Exclusions
N/A

Statutory References
•
•
•

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title 29 USC 701
Americans with Disabilities Act (1990)
29 C.F.R. 1630, Regulations to Implement the Equal Employment Provisions of the Americans with Disabilities
Act
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GENERAL STANDARDS AND EXPECTATIONS
Individuals who may request a reasonable accommodation include:
•
•
•

Any qualified applicant with a disability who needs assistance with the job application procedure or the
interview or selection process; or
Any qualified agency employee with a disability who needs a reasonable accommodation to perform the
essential functions of the position; or
A third party, such as a family member, friend, health professional or other representative, on behalf of a
qualified applicant or employee with a disability, when the applicant or employee is unable to make the
request for reasonable accommodation. When possible, the agency must contact the applicant or employee to
confirm that the accommodation is wanted. The applicant or employee has the discretion to accept or reject
the proposed accommodation.

The agency must abide by the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Chapter 13, in obtaining or sharing
information related to accommodation requests.

How to request a reasonable accommodation
An agency applicant or employee may make a reasonable accommodation request to any or all of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate supervisor or manager in the employee’s chain of command;
Agency Affirmative Action Officer/Designee;
Agency ADA Coordinator;
Agency Human Resources Office;
Any agency official with whom the applicant has contact during the application, interview and/or selection
process.

Timing of the request
An applicant or employee may request a reasonable accommodation at any time, even if the individual has not
previously disclosed the existence of a disability or the need for an accommodation. A request is any communication
in which an individual asks or states that he or she needs the agency to provide or change something because of a
medical condition.
The reasonable accommodation process begins as soon as possible after the request for accommodation is made.

Form of the request
The applicant or employee is responsible for requesting a reasonable accommodation or providing sufficient notice
to the agency that an accommodation is needed.
An initial request for accommodation may be made in any manner (e.g., writing, electronically, in person or orally).
The individual requesting an accommodation does not have to use any special words and does not have to mention
the ADA or use the phrase "reasonable accommodation" or “disability.”
Oral requests must be documented in writing to ensure efficient processing of requests.
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Agency request forms can be found at: “Employee/Applicant Request for Reasonable Accommodation Form”.
When a supervisor or manager observes or receives information indicating that an employee is experiencing difficulty
performing the job due to a medical condition or disability, further inquiry may be required. Supervisors or managers
should consult with the agency ADA Coordinator for advice on how to proceed.
When an employee needs the same reasonable accommodation on a repeated basis (e.g., the assistance of a sign
language interpreter), a written request for accommodation is required the first time only. However, the employee
requesting an accommodation must give appropriate advance notice each subsequent time the accommodation is
needed. If the accommodation is needed on a regular basis (e.g., a weekly staff meeting), the agency must make
appropriate arrangements without requiring a request in advance of each occasion.

The interactive process entails
Communication is a priority and encouraged throughout the entire reasonable accommodation process. The
interactive process is a collaborative process between the employee and/or applicant and the agency to explore and
identify specific reasonable accommodation(s). (For information on the Interactive Process see the U.S. Department
of Labor, Job Accommodation Network at http://askjan.org/topics/interactive.htm). This process is required when:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need for a reasonable accommodation is not obvious;
The specific limitation, problem or barrier is unclear;
An effective reasonable accommodation is not obvious;
The parties are considering different forms of reasonable accommodation;
The medical condition changes or fluctuates; or,
There are questions about the reasonableness of the requested accommodation.

The interactive process should begin as soon as possible after a request for reasonable accommodation is made or
the need for accommodation becomes known.
The process should ensure a full exchange of relevant information and communication between the individual and
the agency. An individual may request that the agency ADA Coordinator, a union representative, or support person
be present.
The agency ADA Coordinator shall be consulted when:
•
•

Issues, conflicts or questions arise in the interactive process; and
Prior to denying a request for accommodation.

Agency responsibilities for processing the request
As the first step in processing a request for reasonable accommodation, the person who receives the request must
promptly forward the request to the appropriate decision maker. At the same time, the recipient will notify the
requestor who the decision maker is.

Commissioner
The commissioner of the agency or agency head has the ultimate responsibility to ensure compliance with the ADA
and this policy and appoint an ADA Coordinator.
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ADA Coordinator
The agency ADA Coordinator is the agency’s decision maker for reasonable accommodation requests for all types of
requests outside of the supervisors’ and managers’ authority. The agency ADA Coordinator will work with the
supervisor and manager, and where necessary, with agency Human Resources, to implement the approved
reasonable accommodation.

Supervisors and Managers
Agencies have the authority to designate the level of management approval needed for reasonable accommodation
requests for low-cost purchases. For example:
Requests for standard office equipment that is needed as a reasonable accommodation and adaptive items costing
less than $100. [Agencies can adjust the dollar amount based on their needs]; and
Requests for a change in a condition of employment such as modified duties, or a change in schedule, or the location
and size of an employee’s workspace. [Agencies can choose to delegate specific requests to supervisors or managers
or require these types of requests to work through the agency ADA Coordinator].

Analysis for processing requests
Before approving or denying a request for accommodation, the agency decision maker with assistance from the
agency ADA Coordinator will:
1. Determine if the requestor is a qualified individual with a disability;
2. Determine if the accommodation is needed to:
•
•
•

Enable a qualified applicant with a disability to be considered for the position the individual desires;
Enable a qualified employee with a disability to perform the essential functions of the position; or
Enable a qualified employee with a disability to enjoy equal benefits or privileges of employment as
similarly situated employees without disabilities;

3. Determine whether the requested accommodation is reasonable;
4. Determine whether there is a reasonable accommodation that will be effective for the requestor and the
agency; and
5. Determine whether the reasonable accommodation will impose an undue hardship on the agency’s operations.
An employee’s accommodation preference is always seriously considered, but the agency is not obligated to provide
the requestor’s accommodation of choice, so long as it offers an effective accommodation, or determines that
accommodation would cause an undue hardship.

Obtaining medical documentation in connection with a request for reasonable
accommodation
In some cases, the disability and need for accommodation will be reasonably evident or already known, for example,
where an employee is blind. In these cases, the agency will not seek further medical documentation. If a requestor’s
disability and/or need for reasonable accommodation are not obvious or already known, the agency ADA Coordinator
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may require medical information showing that the requestor has a covered disability that requires accommodation.
The agency ADA Coordinator may request medical information in certain other circumstances. For example when:
•
•
•

The information submitted by the requestor is insufficient to document the disability or the need for the
accommodation;
A question exists as to whether an individual is able to perform the essential functions of the position, with or
without reasonable accommodation; or
A question exists as to whether the employee will pose a direct threat to himself/herself or others.

Where medical documentation is necessary, the agency ADA Coordinator must make the request and use the Letter
Requesting Documentation for Determining ADA Eligibility from a Medical Provider. The agency ADA Coordinator
must also obtain the requestor’s completed and signed Authorization for Release of Medical Information before
sending the Letter to, or otherwise communicating with, the medical provider. The employee may choose not to sign
the Authorization. However, if the employee chooses not to sign the Authorization, it is the employee’s responsibility
to ensure that the agency receives the requested medical information.
Only medical documentation specifically related to the employee’s request for accommodation and ability to perform
the essential functions of the position will be requested. When medical documentation or information is
appropriately requested, an employee must provide it in a timely manner, or the agency may deny the reasonable
accommodation request. Agencies must not request medical records; medical records are not appropriate
documentation and cannot be accepted. Supervisors and managers must not request medical information or
documentation from an applicant or employee seeking an accommodation. Such a request will be made by the
agency ADA Coordinator, if appropriate.

Confidentiality requirements
Medical Information
Medical information obtained in connection with the reasonable accommodation process must be kept confidential.
All medical information obtained in connection with such requests must be collected and maintained on separate
forms and in separate physical or electronic files from non-medical personnel files and records. Electronic copies of
medical information obtained in connection with the reasonable accommodation process must be stored so that
access is limited to only the agency ADA Coordinator. Physical copies of such medical information must be stored in a
locked cabinet or office when not in use or unattended. Generally, medical documentation obtained in connection
with the reasonable accommodation process should only be reviewed by the agency ADA Coordinator.
The agency ADA Coordinator may disclose medical information obtained in connection with the reasonable
accommodation process to the following:
•

•
•
•

Supervisors, managers or agency HR staff who have a need to know may be told about the necessary work
restrictions and about the accommodations necessary to perform the employee’s duties. However,
information about the employee’s medical condition should only be disclosed if strictly necessary, such as for
safety reasons;
First aid and safety personnel may be informed, when appropriate, if the employee may require emergency
treatment or assistance in an emergency evacuation;
To consult with the State ADA Coordinator or Employment Law Counsel at MMB, or the Attorney General’s
Office about accommodation requests, denial of accommodation requests or purchasing of specific assistive
technology or other resources; or
Government officials assigned to investigate agency compliance with the ADA.
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Whenever medical information is appropriately disclosed as described above, the recipients of the information must
comply with all confidentiality requirements.

Accommodation Information
The fact that an individual is receiving an accommodation because of a disability is confidential and may only be
shared with those individuals who have a need to know for purposes of implementing the accommodation, such as
the requestor’s supervisor and the agency ADA Coordinator.

General Information
General summary information regarding an employee’s or applicant’s status as an individual with a disability may be
collected by agency equal opportunity officials to maintain records and evaluate and report on the agency’s
performance in hiring, retention, and processing reasonable accommodation requests.

Approval of requests for reasonable accommodation
As soon as the decision maker determines that a reasonable accommodation will be provided, the agency ADA
Coordinator will process the request and provide the reasonable accommodation in as short of a timeframe as
possible. The time necessary to process a request will depend on the nature of the accommodation requested and
whether it is necessary to obtain supporting information. If an approved accommodation cannot be provided within
a reasonable time, the decision maker will inform the requestor of the status of the request before the end of 30
days. Where feasible, if there is a delay in providing the request, temporary measures will be taken to provide
assistance.
Once approved, the reasonable accommodation should be documented for record keeping purposes and the records
maintained by the agency ADA Coordinator.

Funding for reasonable accommodations
The agency must specify how the agency will pay for reasonable accommodations.

Procedures for reassignment as a reasonable accommodation
Reassignment to a vacant position is an accommodation that must be considered if there are no effective reasonable
accommodations that would enable the employee to perform the essential functions of his/her current job, or if all
other reasonable accommodations would impose an undue hardship.
The agency ADA Coordinator will work with agency Human Resources staff and the requestor to identify appropriate
vacant positions within the agency for which the employee may be qualified and can perform the essential functions
of the vacant position, with or without reasonable accommodation. Vacant positions which are equivalent to the
employee's current job in terms of pay, status, and other relevant factors will be considered first. If there are none,
the agency will consider vacant lower level positions for which the individual is qualified. The EEOC recommends that
the agency consider positions that are currently vacant or will be coming open within at least the next 60 days.

Denial of requests for reasonable accommodation
The agency ADA Coordinator must be contacted for assistance and guidance prior to denying any request for
reasonable accommodation. The agency may deny a request for reasonable accommodation where:
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•
•
•

The individual is not a qualified individual with a disability;
The reasonable accommodation results in undue hardship or the individual poses a direct threat to the
individual or others. Undue hardship and direct threat are determined on a case-by-case basis with guidance
from the agency ADA Coordinator; or
Where no reasonable accommodation, including reassignment to a vacant position, will enable the employee
to perform all the essential functions of the job.

The explanation for denial must be provided to the requestor in writing. The explanation should be written in plain
language and clearly state the specific reasons for denial. Where the decision maker has denied a specific requested
accommodation, but has offered a different accommodation in its place, the decision letter should explain both the
reasons for denying the accommodation requested and the reasons that the accommodation being offered will be
effective.

Consideration of undue hardship
An interactive process must occur prior to the agency making a determination of undue hardship. Determination of
undue hardship is made on a case-by-case basis and only after consultation with the agency’s ADA Coordinator. In
determining whether granting a reasonable accommodation will cause an undue hardship, the agency considers
factors such as the nature and cost of the accommodation in relationship to the size and resources of the agency and
the impact the accommodation will have on the operations of the agency.
Agencies may deny reasonable accommodations based upon an undue hardship. Prior to denying reasonable
accommodation requests due to lack of financial resources, the agency will consult with the State ADA Coordinator at
MMB.

Determining direct threat
The determination that an individual poses a “direct threat,” (i.e., a significant risk of substantial harm to the health
or safety of the individual or others) which cannot be eliminated or reduced by a reasonable accommodation, must
be based on an individualized assessment of the individual's present ability to safely perform the essential functions
of the job with or without reasonable accommodation. A determination that an individual poses a direct threat
cannot be based on fears, misconceptions, or stereotypes about the individual’s disability. Instead, the agency must
make a reasonable medical judgment, relying on the most current medical knowledge and the best available
objective evidence.
In determining whether an individual poses a direct threat, the factors to be considered include:
•
•
•
•

Duration of the risk;
Nature and severity of the potential harm;
Likelihood that the potential harm will occur; and
Imminence of the potential harm.

Appeals process in the event of denial
In addition to providing the requestor with the reasons for denial of a request for reasonable accommodation,
agencies must designate a process for review when an applicant or employee chooses to appeal the denial of a
reasonable accommodation request. This process:
•
•

Must include review by an agency official;
May include review by the State ADA Coordinator; and/or
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•

Must inform the requestor of the statutory right to file a charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission or the Minnesota Department of Human Rights.

Information tracking and records retention
Agencies must track reasonable accommodations requested and report once a year by September 1st to MMB the
number and types of accommodations requested, approved, denied and other relevant information.
Agencies must retain reasonable accommodation documentation according to the agency’s document retention
schedule, but in all cases for at least one year from the date the record is made or the personnel action involved is
taken, whichever occurs later. 29 C.F.R. § 1602.14.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Agencies are responsible for the request:
•

Adoption and implementation of this policy and development of reasonable accommodation procedures
consistent with the guidance in this document.

MMB is responsible for:
•

Provide advice and assistance to state agencies and maintain this policy.

FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS
Please review the following forms:
•

Employee/Applicant Request for ADA Reasonable Accommodation

•

Authorization of Release of Medical Information for ADA Reasonable Accommodations

•

Letter Requesting Documentation for Determining ADA Eligibility from a Medical Provider

REFERENCES
•
•
•
•
•

U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Enforcement Guidance
Pre-employment Disability-Related Questions and Medical Examinations at 5, 6-8, 20, 21-22, 8 FEP Manual
(BNA) 405:7191, 7192-94, 7201 (1995).
Workers' Compensation and the ADA at 15-20, 8 FEP Manual (BNA) 405:7391, 7398-7401 (1996).
The Americans with Disabilities Act and Psychiatric Disabilities at 19-28, 8 FEP Manual (BNA) 405:7461, 7470-76
(1997).
Reasonable Accommodation and Undue Hardship under the Americans with Disabilities Act (October 17, 2002),
(clarifies the rights and responsibilities of employers and individuals with disabilities regarding reasonable
accommodation and undue hardship).
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•
•

Disability-Related Inquiries and Medical Examinations of Employees (explains when it is permissible for
employers to make disability-related inquiries or require medical examinations of employees).
Fact Sheet on the Family and Medical Leave Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 at 6-9, 8 FEP Manual (BNA) 4055:7371.

The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) of 2008 and M.S. 181.974 prohibit employers from using
genetic information when making decisions regarding employment.
Minnesota Human Rights Act (MHRA) prohibits employers from treating people differently in employment because of
their race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, familial status, disability, public assistance, age,
sexual orientation, or local human rights commission activity. The MHRA requires an employer to provide reasonable
accommodation to qualified individuals with disabilities who are employees or applicants for employment, except
when such accommodation would cause undue hardship or where the individual poses a direct threat to the health
or safety of the individual or others. The MHRA prohibits requesting or requiring information about an individual’s
disability prior to a conditional offer of employment.
The Family and Medical Leave Act is a federal law requiring covered employers to provide eligible employees twelve
weeks of job-protected, unpaid leave for qualified medical and family reasons.
Executive Order 14-14, Providing for Increased Participation of Individuals with Disabilities in State Employment,
directs agencies to make efforts to hire more individuals with disabilities and report on progress.

CONTACTS
Equal Opportunity, Diversity, and Inclusion Office, Minnesota Management and Budget
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